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Abstract：Voltage resonance and fluctuation deteriorate the stability of DC microgrids (DC-MGs) and restrict their 

popularization. Conventional droop control cannot suppress voltage fluctuation and damp oscillations. Therefore, new control 

methods, namely, droop+filter control and virtual inertia and damping control, are proposed. These methods differ owing to the 

addition of low pass filter (LPF) and virtual inertia loop. In this study, the stability of these control methods is investigated 

comprehensively to understand their differences arising from the use of LPF and inertia loop as well as the underlying dynamic 

stability mechanism. The leading causes of voltage instability in DC-MGs regulated by droop control are first presented. Subsequently, 

control methods for solving this issue are compared and their simplified small-signal models are constructed. Based on eigenvalue 

analysis, the DC-MG is equivalent to a third-order system. Different control effects can be acquired by changing the control 

parameters and the location of the eigenvalues; furthermore, they can be used to understand the dynamic stability. Eigenvalue analysis 

can provide parameter design guidelines. Finally, the simulation results verify the validity of the theoretical analysis. 

Keywords：DC microgrid, dynamic characteristic, virtual inertia, small-signal model 

 

1  Introduction1 

The energy crisis and environmental issues have 

promoted the widespread application of distributed 

generations (DGs). Renewable energy sources, such as 

photovoltaics (PV) and wind energy have developed 

rapidly in recent decades 
[1-2]

. The advantages of high 

efficiency and wide application of DC loads render 

DC microgrids (DC-MGs) the main target for DGs. 

Furthermore, DC-MGs will become the main power 

supply architecture for certain applications in the 

future, such as smart buildings, power electronic loads, 

and ships 
[3]

. A typical DC-MG configuration diagram 

is shown in Fig. 1. During a grid-connected operation, 

the utility grid stabilizes the bus voltage. When 
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DC-MGs operate in isolation, DGs supply the power, 

whereas the energy storage system (ESS) balances the 

power deviation and maintains the DC bus voltage 

stability. Various DGs, ESSs, and loads are connected 

to the DC bus via fast-response converters, rendering 

the DC-MG a poor damping and low-inertia power 

system. When a DC-MG is disturbed, resonance, 

voltage fluctuation, and oscillation will occur easily, 

thereby hindering the application of DC-MGs 
[4-5]

. 

 

Fig. 1  Diagram illustrating typical DC-MG configuration  
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To realize the multiparallel operation of 

converters, droop control, which exhibits the parallel 

operation characteristics of synchronous generations, 

is proposed. It is noteworthy that several variants of 

droop control exist. To restore voltages and minimize 

voltage deviation, a coordinated droop control method 

using the virtual voltage axis, i.e., the voltage 

compensation term, was proposed in Ref. [6], and the 

effect of communication delay on the control effect 

was investigated. An adaptive droop control was 

proposed in Ref. [7] to overcome the nonlinear 

property of DC-MGs, and adaptive proportional 

integral (PI) controllers were introduced to adjust 

droop resistance and shift droop lines, which can 

remove the current-sharing deviation. A grid controller 

based on model predictive control for coordinating all 

droop controllers was designed in a previous study in 

Ref. [8] to minimize deviations in the DC voltages of 

the MTDC grid and avoid control mode changes.   

Ref. [9] proposed an adaptive droop control that 

included a voltage regulator generating a voltage 

correction term and a current regulator updating the 

droop coefficient. Refs. [10-11] used droop control to 

balance the state of charge (SOC) of each energy 

storage unit to avoid overusing a certain unit. The 

droop schemes above solved the problems of voltage 

deviation and unequal power sharing. However, they 

cannot provide sufficient damping and inertia for 

DC-MGs. High-frequency voltage resonance, voltage 

fluctuation, and voltage oscillation remain to be solved. In 

addition, a low-pass filter (LPF) is typically added to 

droop control to reduce the effects of measured harmonics. 

Furthermore, it was discovered that virtual inertia was 

unintentionally introduced into DC-MGs by LPFs. 

To increase system damping and inertia 

simultaneously, virtual inertia and damping (VID) 

control was proposed through analogy with an AC 

system in Ref. [12]. However, the virtual inertia 

cannot be provided by the utility grid when the 

DC-MG is isolated. Hence, distributed ESSs with 

appropriate control methods are necessitated to 

stabilize the DC bus voltage and effectively eliminate 

voltage variations such that the inertia response of a 

DC system can be improved 
[13-14]

. By simulating the 

external characteristics of DC machines, virtual DC 

machine control was proposed to improve the dynamic 

characteristics 
[15-16]

. Emulating the charge and 

discharge characteristics of capacitors, virtual damping 

and inertia control were proposed in Ref. [17]. The 

difference in transient response between droop control 

and virtual synchronous generation control caused by 

the virtual inertia loop was investigated in Ref. [18]. 

An additional voltage-error mutual feedback control 

method was proposed to improve the stability of 

cascaded DC-DC converters in Ref. [19]. Ref. [20] 

investigated the insufficient inertia support in PV 

power-generation systems. The dynamic stability 

mechanisms of different virtual inertia controls have 

not been comprehensively analyzed and compared. 

In this study, the dynamic stability mechanisms of 

droop+LPF control and virtual inertia control were 

investigated and compared to understand the 

differences in the damping improvement and inertia 

enhancement mechanism caused by LPF and virtual 

inertia loop. Simplified small-signal models were 

constructed, and the transfer function between 

different variables were derived to perform a 

theoretical analysis. To elaborate the dynamic stability 

of the abovementioned control methods, the effects of 

different control parameters on their eigenvalue 

distributions were analyzed. This provides a guideline 

for parameter design. Simulation results from Matlab 

verified the theoretical analysis. This study can 

facilitate studies in related research areas and the 

proposal of new control methods. 

2  Investigated system and its conventional 

droop control 

Fig. 2a shows a diagram of a single-bus DC-MG, 

which primarily included DGs, an ESS, and DC loads. 

The DGs were primarily composed of PVs, whereas 

the ESS was composed of batteries. The DC loads can 

be regarded as constant power loads (CPLs) because 

of the fast response and high bandwidth controller. The 

boost and buck circuits employed realize voltage 

conversions of DGs and DC loads, respectively, and 

they were connected to the DC bus via DC cables. The 

ESS was connected to the DC bus through a 

bidirectional DC (bi-DC) converter and a DC cable. Ls 

and Rs represent the filter inductance and its resistance, 

respectively; vs and is represent the input voltage and 

input current, respectively; vout and iout represent the 
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output voltage and output current, respectively. DC 

voltage stabilization and multiparallel operation were 

realized through dual loop control (DLC) and droop 

control, as shown in Figs. 2b and 2c. Gv(s)=kvp +kvi/s 

represents the voltage outer loop PI controller, and 

Gi(s)=kip+kii/s the current inner loop PI controller. This 

study focused primarily on the control methods for the 

ESS and their effects on system dynamic stability. The 

droop control is expressed as shown in Eq. (1), where 

Rdroop is the droop coefficient selected based on Eq. (2) 

and Fig. 2d. 

ref dcn out droopv v i R             (1) 

out _max max max

droop

s_max o1_max o1_min

v v v
R =

i i i

 


 
        (2) 

where vmax and vmin are the maximum and minimum 

values of vout, respectively. io1_max and io1_min are the 

maximum discharge current and maximum charge 

current of the ESS, respectively. vref is the reference 

value of vout, and vdcn is the rated value of vout. As shown 

in Fig. 2d, each ESS can automatically allocate power 

based on their capacity. Hence, inappropriate operation 

modes, such as overcharge, overdischarge and SOC 

imbalance, can be avoided. Furthermore, the lifespan of 

the batteries can be extended.  

 

Fig. 2  Typical DC microgrid and its traditional control 

The load converters are typically controlled using 

a fast-response and high bandwidth regulator. The 

negative impedance characteristic of the CPL reduces 

the stability margin and system damping. Hence, the 

DC-MG is a poor damping and low-inertia power 

system. The system and control parameters used are 

shown in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. 

Tab. 1  System parameters 

Subsystem Parameter Value 

DGs 

Switching frequency fs/kHz 10 

Input voltage vs/V 100 

Inductor Ls/mH 5 

Resistance Rs/Ω 0.01 

Capacitor Cout_DG/μF 2 400 

ESS 

Switching frequency fs/kHz 10 

Input voltage vs/V 100 

Inductor Ls/mH 5 

Resistance Rs/Ω 0.01 

Capacitor Cout/μF 2 400 

CPL 

Switching frequency fs/kHz 10 

Input voltage vin/V 300 

Inductor Ls/mH 4 

Output capacitor Cout/μF 100 

Input capacitor Cin/μF 3 000 

DC bus 
DC cable Lcable(Rcable)/mH(Ω) 0.1(0.01) 

DC bus capacitance Cbus/μF 3 000 

Tab. 2  Control parameters 

Control strategy Parameter Value 

Droop control 

Droop coefficient Rdroop 2 

Voltage loop kvp+kvi/s 1+10 

Current loop kip+kii/s 5+1 

ωc/(rad/s) 30 

Virtual inertia and 

damping control 

Inertia coefficient Jvir 0.06 

Damping coefficient Ddamp 5 

Droop coefficient kdroop 0.5 

Voltage loop kvp+kvi/s 0.1+50 

The passive network composed of DC cables and 

filter capacitors forms a resonance path, as shown in 

Fig. 3a, and may result in voltage resonance in the DC 

bus. Based on the parameters shown in Tab. 1, the 

transfer function of the passive network impedance is 

as shown in Eq. (3), and its impedance characteristics 

are shown in Fig. 3b. Resonance peaks appeared at 

frequencies 324 Hz and 428 Hz, indicating the risk of 
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resonance at these two frequencies. The resonant peak 

at 324 Hz was much higher than that at 428 Hz. 

Therefore, the resonance component near 324 Hz 

would be much higher than that at 428 Hz. When the 

system is disturbed, because the capacitance is 

insufficient to provide inertia, the DC voltage is prone 

to fluctuation and oscillation. The two problems above 

adversely affect the stability and operating efficiency of 

the DC-MG, thereby hindering its practical application. 

 

Fig. 3  Passive network and its impedance characteristic 
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(3) 

Many methods have been proposed to improve 

damping and solve the problem of insufficient inertia, of 

which the primary methods include active damping 

control and virtual inertia control. In this study, the 

damping improvement and inertia enhancement 

mechanism of droop+LPF control and VID control were 

investigated, and their dynamic stabilities were compared. 

3  Virtual inertia control in DC-MG 

This section provides a review of droop+LPF 

control and VID control. Both methods can increase 

the inertia of the DC-MG and improve the dynamic 

response of the DC voltage. 

3.1  Droop+LPF control 

To suppress resonance and reduce the effects of 

measured current harmonics, an LPF, expressed as 

Glpf(s)=ωc/(s+ωc), is typically added to the droop 

control loop. ωc is the cutoff frequency of the LPF. Eq. 

(1) can be rewritten into the form of Eq. (4a), and iref = 

0. Fig. 4a shows an illustration of droop+LPF control. 

Generally, the bandwidth of the voltage-and-current 

dual loop is much higher than that of the LPF. 

Therefore, Eq. (4a) can be rewritten as Eq. (4b). Based 

on Eq. (4), adding an LPF introduces virtual inertia to 

a DC-MG, and this effect is similar to the virtual 

inertia presented in Ref. [12]. To understand the effect 

of virtual inertia more comprehensively and compare 

the effects of virtual inertia provided by different 

control methods, a review of VID control is   

provided next. 

   

   

ref dcn ref out ref dcn

droop c droop

out dcn ref out out dcn

droop c droop

1
(4a)

1
(4b)

s
v v i i v v

R R

s
v v i i v v

R R






    


     


 

3.2  VID control 

Typically, a DC capacitor can alleviate DC 

voltage fluctuation by absorbing or supporting energy 

when power imbalance occurs in a DC-MG, as shown 

in Eq. (5a). However, the inherent inertia of capacitors 

is extremely small; as such, a DC-MG is typically a 

low-inertia system without sufficient ability to 

suppress voltage fluctuation completely. 

To solve the problem of insufficient inertia, the 

concept of virtual inertia is proposed. By emulating 

the charging and discharging process of the capacitor, 

the external characteristics of the converter can be 

regulated to enhance the system inertia and smooth the 

DC voltage fluctuation. Therefore, virtual inertia is 

equivalent to paralleling a large virtual capacitor 

Cvir(=Jvir) on the output side of the converter. Under 

the same power disturbance, the fluctuation range and 

change rate of the DC voltage are effectively limited 

by Cvir, as shown in Eq. (5b). Under the action of 

droop control, the DC voltage typically changes 

around its rated value vdcn. To prevent the inertia loop 

from affecting the DC voltage regulation and power 

sharing, vdcn is added into the virtual inertia loop to 

obtain a better dynamic performance, as shown in Eq. 

(5b), where iin refers to the reference value of iout.  
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Fig. 4  Two typical control methods of bi-DC converter 

Additionally, an active damping loop is 

introduced to solve the negative damping caused by 

the CPL and improve the system damping. The 

damping current is calculated using Eq. (6). The 

damping current changes with vout, and it will be 0 

when vout is equivalent to its reference vref. 

 vd damp ref out

 

i =D v v             (6) 

Combining the droop control presented in Eqs. (5) 

and (6), the VID control equation can be obtained, as 

shown in Eq. (7). The block diagram of VID control, 

as shown in Fig. 4b, includes a voltage and current 

DLC, a VID loop, and droop control. The VID loop 

provide inertia and damping to the DC-MG and 

generates vref. Under the action of DLC, vref can be 

tracked by vout, thereby eliminating steady-state errors 

     vir out dcn dcn out out damp ref out

droop

 

1
sC v v = v v i D v v

R
    

(7) 

As shown in Eqs. (4b) and (6), droop+LPF 

control is essentially the same as VID control. The 

virtual inertia of VID is contributed by the virtual 

capacitors Cvir, and the inertia of droop+LPF control is 

controlled by ωc and Rdroop, as shown in Eq. (8). The 

damping of VID control is provided by Rdroop and 

Ddamp, and the damping of droop+LPF control is 

affected by Rdroop. Generally, Rdroop is not adjustable, 

whereas Ddamp can be adjusted within a certain range. 

Therefore, droop+LPF control might not provide 

sufficient damping. 

vir

droop c

1
=C

R 
              (8) 

3.3  Small-signal model 

The following equation can be derived from the 

power balance by disregarding the power loss of the 

bi-DC converter 

 s s out out out out out out2V i I s C V v V i             (9) 

Therefore, the relationship between the output 

current iout and input current is can be obtained, as 

follows 

out s

ii

s out

i V
G

i V


 


            (10) 

Using the state space equation of bi-DC 

converters, the transfer function between the input 

current is and duty cycle d can be obtained. 

 

 
out out ss

id 22

s out s out

1

1

C V s D Ii
G

d L C s R C s D

 
 
   

   (11) 

Combining Eqs. (10) and (11), the small-signal 

model of droop+LPF control can be derived, as shown 

in Fig. 5a. The transfer function TFv_d(s) between Δvout 

and Δvdcn is shown in Eq. (12), and its closed-loop 

output impedance Zout_droop(s) is shown in Eq. (13).   

R
’ 

droop  is the redefined droop coefficient, which is 

further defined as shown in Eq. (14). kpwm is the gain 

of PWM modulation.  

 

v i pwm id ii netout

v_d

dcn i pwm id v i pwm id droop ii v i pwm id ii net1

G G k G G Zv
TF

v G k G G G k G R G G G k G G Z

            

    
 
    ’                 (12) 

 

out

i_d

out

v i pwm id ii net droop

out_droop

i pwm id v i pwm id ii net1

’

v
TF

i

G G k G G Z R
= Z

G k G G G k G G Z

       


 


     


  
(13)

 

droop

droop

droop lpf

Droop control

Droop + filter

R            
R =

R G    





’

 
       (14) 

Combining Eq. (10), Eq. (11), and Fig. 4b, the 

small-signal model of VID control is as shown in 

Fig. 5b. The transfer function TFv_id(s) between 

Δvout and Δvdcn is shown in Eq. (15a). Its 

closed-loop output impedance Zoutcl(s) is expressed 

in Eq. (15b). 
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    Fig. 5  Small-signal model of DC-MG with     

different control methods 

4  Transient stability analysis 

To observe the transient stability of the DC 

voltage when the ESS regulates the bus voltage using 

different control methods, eigenvalues analyses were 

performed, the results of which are shown in Fig. 6 

and Fig. 7. 

The dominant eigenvalue distribution diagram 

of droop control and droop+LPF control is 

presented in Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6, the DC-MG 

can be simplified to a third-order system. The 

dominant eigenvalues comprise a negative real root 

and a pair of conjugate negative complex roots. The 

negative real root dominates the inertia component, 

whereas the conjugate complex root controls the 

oscillation mode.  

 

Fig. 6  Eigenvalue distribution of droop control w/wo LPF 

When the LPF is not considered, all the 

eigenvalues of droop control are constant in the 

circle. The inertia component and oscillation mode 

cannot be regulated by droop control. Therefore, 

when the system is disturbed, the DC voltage would 

fluctuate or oscillate. Considering the LPF, the 

negative real root moves toward the imaginary axis, 

whereas the conjugate complex root remains 

stationary. 

As shown in Fig. 6, the LPF affects the position 

of the negative real root. ωc can change the time 

constant of the inertia component and the voltage 

change rate, but it cannot affect the oscillation mode. 

Therefore, although droop+LPF control introduces 

virtual inertia to the DC-MG, it cannot improve the 

damping that suppresses the oscillation mode. 

Furthermore, the DC voltage contains an oscillation 

component during the transient process. 

 

Fig. 7  Eigenvalue distribution of VID control 

The eigenvalue distribution of TFv_id(s) is 

shown in Fig. 7. Similar to droop control, the 

DC-MG with VID control can still be simplified to 

a third-order system, including a negative real root 

and a pair of negative conjugate complex roots. 

However, the positions of the three dominant roots 

are affected by the control parameters Jvir and Ddamp. 

As shown in Fig. 7a, the negative real root moves 
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toward the imaginary axis gradually as Jvir 

increased. Hence, the time constant of the inertia 

component and the system inertia increased 

gradually. The damping of the oscillation mode 

increased gradually at first and then decreased as 

Jvir increased. The oscillation frequency increased 

gradually as Jvir increased. 

As shown in Fig. 7b, the negative real root moves 

away from the imaginary axis gradually as Ddamp 

increased, indicating that the inertia decreased 

gradually. The change rate of the DC voltage increased 

gradually, whereas the time constant of the inertia 

component decreased. Furthermore, with the increase 

in Ddamp, the damping of the oscillation mode 

increased at first and then decreased. The oscillation 

frequency is negatively correlated with Ddamp. 

Therefore, to obtain a better control performance, Jvir 

and Ddamp should not be larger to limit the rate of 

change of the DC voltage and suppress voltage 

oscillation effectively. To summarize, droop control 

cannot provide virtual inertia and damping to the 

DC-MG. Applying an LPF introduces virtual inertia to 

the DC-MG unintentionally, and the droop resistance 

can provide active damping. The virtual inertia is 

affected by the filter bandwidth, i.e., ωc, and the droop 

coefficient is limited by the voltage deviation; 

therefore, the active damping is not adjustable. Virtual 

inertia and damping control provide flexible and 

adjustable virtual inertia as well as active damping to 

the DC-MG. By setting the appropriate Jvir and Ddamp 

values, virtual inertia and active damping can be 

adjusted. A comparison of the control performance is 

shown in Tab. 3.  

Tab. 3  Control performance comparison 

Control strategy Inertia Damping 

Droop control No No 

Droop+LPF control Yes Yes, but non-adjustable 

Virtual inertia and damping control Yes Yes, and adjustable 

5  Simulation results 

Based on Fig. 2 and the parameters listed in 

Tab. 1 and Tab. 2, a DC-MG model was established 

in Matlab to validate the theoretical analysis 

performed in this study. The power disturbance was 

replaced by the step change of the CPL. The load 

power was increased by 500 W at 3 s and decreased 

by 500 W at 6 s. The simulation results are shown in 

Figs. 8 and 9.  

Under droop control, the DC-MG could not 

provide sufficient damping to suppress high-frequency 

resonance, and the CPL exhibited negative damping 

characteristics, thereby resulting in high-frequency 

resonance in the DC bus voltage. The simulation result 

is shown in Fig. 8a. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

of the output voltage and output current are shown in 

Figs. 8b and 8c, respectively. As shown in these 

figures, the resonance component at 323 Hz was much 

higher than that at 426 Hz, which is consistent with the 

analysis shown in Fig. 3. In addition, when the 

DC-MG was disturbed, the DC voltage indicated 

significant voltage fluctuation and oscillation. 
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Fig. 8  Simulation of droop control and droop+LPF control 

To reduce the effects of high-frequency 

harmonics, an LPF Glpf(s) is typically added in the 

droop control loop. The simulation result is shown 

in Fig. 8d. As shown, high-frequency resonance 

was effectively suppressed because of Glpf(s). With 

the decrease in ωc, the change rate of the DC 

voltage decreased, indicating that the inertia of the 

DC-MG was increasing gradually. However, an 

oscillation component remained in the transient 

process, and it was barely affected by ωc. The 

simulation results are consistent with the analysis 

shown in Fig. 6. 

The simulation results of VID control are 

presented in Fig. 9. As shown, the transient voltage 

was primarily composed of a first-order component 

and an oscillation component. Based on Fig. 9a, the 

first-order component required more time to 

transition to the steady state as Jvir increased 

gradually. Simultaneously, the oscillation frequency 

increased gradually, whereas the oscillation 

amplitude decreased at first and then increased, 

implying that the system damping increased at first 

and then decreased. As shown in Fig. 9b, as Ddamp 

increased, the oscillation frequency decreased 

gradually, and the damping increased at first and 

then decreased. The analysis above shows that Jvir 

and Ddamp should not be excessively large. The 

simulation results were consistent with the analysis 

results shown in Fig. 9. In summary, VID control 

can increase damping and enhance inertia,   

thereby attenuating resonance and improving the 

transient response. 

 

Fig. 9  Simulation results of VID control 

The analysis above shows that droop+LPF 

control can only provide inertia to the DC-MG to 

reduce the voltage change rate of the inertia 

component; it does not increase the damping to 

suppress the amplitude oscillation mode. Meanwhile, 

VID control can improve the inertia and damping 

simultaneously. The change rate of the inertia 

component can be reduced by increasing Jvir. 

Meanwhile, the damping of the oscillation mode can 

be increased by selecting an appropriate Ddamp; hence, 

its amplitude can be reduced. Compared with 

droop+LPF control, VID control possesses an 

additional degree of freedom; hence, it affords a more 

flexible control. 

6  Conclusions 

In this study, small-signal models of droop 

control, droop+LPF control, and VID control were 

established to compare the dynamic stabilities of 

these three control methods. Based on eigenvalue 

analysis, the DC-MG is equivalent to a third-order 

system. Subsequently, the mechanisms of both 

inertia and damping enhancements were analyzed. 

The theoretical analysis results were verified   

via simulation. The conclusions obtained were   

as follows. 

(1) Compared with droop control, droop+filter 

control and VID control can suppress high-frequency 

resonance and damp voltage oscillation more 

effectively.  

(2) Based on eigenvalue analysis, the LPF 

introduced virtual inertia to the DC-MG, and the 

voltage change rate can be controlled by ωc. However, 

because it did not affect the oscillation mode, the 

voltage oscillation could not be damped.  

(3) Based on eigenvalue analysis, VID control 

can provide both inertia and damping. Virtual 

inertia and oscillation frequency are positively 
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correlated with Jvir and negatively correlated with 

Ddamp. To ensure that voltage oscillation is 

suppressed, Jvir and Ddamp should not be set to 

excessively large values.  

(4) Droop+LPF control cannot provide damping 

to the oscillation mode, whereas VID control can 

provide both inertia and damping. Therefore, 

droop+LPF control and VID control can be used in 

scenarios not requiring and requiring better voltage 

quality, respectively.  
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